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INTRODUCTION
Meltwater, the global leader in social and media intelligence, is honored to present the Nedbank
IMC 2022 conference white paper. The Nedbank IMC had 3.99k total Twitter mentions this year, a
50% increase on last year with the top 5 Twitter authors having a combined following of over 900,000.
The Nedbank IMC conference is clearly living up to this year’s theme of Relevance by resonating
with the South African marketing industry, and we are proud to be a part of this movement.

KATHERINE MCINNES
Head of Marketing Africa

Introduction by

With the marketing landscape constantly changing and the volume of information and data
increasing dramatically year on year, it is essential that brands cut through the noise. But how? This
year the conference focused on this question through the theme of “Relevance. Marketing’s Big ask.”
This ties in directly to Meltwater’s methodology of first turning to the data. Only by understanding
what people are posting online are you able to grasp key opportunities, branding blind spots, and
customer sentiment. This leads the way to authentic content based on what your community wants
to consume. In his presentation, Scott Thwaites of TikTok confirmed this approach by saying “we
need to think about content differently. We must stop building content for demographics and start
building content for communities.”
Social listening and media monitoring is one of the best, most effective ways of doing this. Stay
on top of industry trends and build your business based on direct feedback and a broader
understanding of your specific market. To be relevant, always start with the data!
To find out how to extract insights from your earned, owned and paid media data with Meltwater,
request a demo HERE.

WATCH VIDEO HERE
The Nedbank IMC Conference 2022
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1. SUMMARY

This paper offers a summary of the six key themes from the 2022
Nedbank IMC Conference. The event brought together 2000 delegates
from 15 countries, the biggest audience yet, showcasing the growing
importance of the event as a key influencer of marketing thought both
within and beyond South Africa. The insightful master of ceremonies,
Gugulethu Mfuphi, Award Winning Broadcaster and Financial
Journalist, joined by co-hosts Xolisa Dyeshana, Group Creative Officer
at Joe Public, and Preetesh Sewraj, CEO for The Loeries, ensured that
the event ran seamlessly and offered insight into the presenter’s topics.
This year’s event themed ‘Relevance. Marketing’s Big Ask’ saw both local
and international speakers offering their thoughts, opinions, and expertise
on the relevance of a multitude of marketing activities in today’s dynamic
business environment. Are your marketing activities relevant, how can
they become relevant and what does it really mean to be relevant?

XOLISA, GUGU AND PREETESH
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2. RELEVANCE IS THE NEW REACH

We are living in a world where approximately 500 million tweets are
sent every day; 350 million photos are shared on Facebook daily and
we are exposed to an average of about 5000 advertisements every
day. With the sheer volume of content being served, shared and DM’d
our way, it is impossible to engage with each piece of content in a
meaningful way. It is for this reason that the good old metric of reach
just no longer cuts it.
In South Africa, television remains the highest-reaching medium, and
while TV hours grew in consumption throughout the pandemic, ad
recall dropped. Which makes sense when you think of the number
of adverts we’re exposed to daily. But the implication of this is vitally
important for our industry because it brings into question the
relevance of that one metric we have long cared about – reach.
Is reach really enough? The simple answer is no.

DALE HEFER AND KHENSANI NOBANDA
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2. Relevance is the New Reach (continued)
Sadika Fakir, Integrated Media and Digital Director at Tiger Brands, discussed the
importance of multimedia campaigns and the zero-sum game of pitting online and offline
teams against one another. As an industry we have (thankfully) moved beyond discussions
surrounding the importance of combining online and offline channels and we are in an
era where we understand their complementary nature. In fact, recent research shows
that combining different media channels has a direct, positive effect on ROI – where a
campaign using five or more channels is likely to have a 35% better ROI than those using
a single channel. Sadika suggests that beyond reach it’s really about trying to achieve
“mental availability”, where more people are thinking about your brand more often in as
many buying situations as possible. “Relevancy is the new reach” and Sadika has some
ideas on how to ensure your communication strategies achieve more than just reach:

1	Your content needs to be cultural and local because 59% of consumers prefer
localised content.

2	Your content needs to be topical by making sure that you’re pulling insights from
the social listening team with enough flexibility to respond to what’s trending in the
social space.

3	Your communication needs to be cause-related and purposeful because consumers
are looking at brands to make a genuine and positive difference.

4	Your content needs to be both entertaining and educational because a majority of
consumers actually don’t mind advertising if it makes them laugh, think, or teaches
them something.

SADIKA FAKIR
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2. Relevance is the New Reach (continued)

But if relevance is the new reach, then hyper-relevance must surely be even better?
And there’s a new kid on the (social media platform) block that’s putting the hype in
hyper-relevant. TikTok, the platform that seemingly emerged overnight, left marketing
departments scrambling for new video content and forced radical changes at
established social media giants, shows no signs of slowing down. But in order to
understand the success of TikTok, we need some context.
Before 2000, we were in the context graph where consumers were exposed to content
based on the medium that they were using, whether TV or radio for example. Between
2000 and 2010, we moved into the knowledge graph where consumers would use
search engines and be served content accordingly. In the last decade (2010-2020),
we’ve moved to a social graph where users are served content based on their network
and connections. Enter 2020 and we are in the content graph, where users are served
content based on the things that they actually like.
No matter what your interests, you’re likely to find a community of Tiktokkers engaged
with the topic. The TikTok model is built on relevance and its global success is evidence
of this. The customised ‘For You’ page on TikTok is designed to be hyper-relevant making use of an algorithm featured in MIT’s top 10 breakthrough technologies of 2021.

The Nedbank IMC Conference 2022
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2. Relevance is the New Reach (continued)

According to Scott Thwaites, Head of Emerging
Markets at TikTok Global Business Solutions, “once
you spend a few days scrolling through TikTok, the
platform starts to know you, know what you like and
starts serving you content that is hyper-relevant to your
interests”, which explains those TikTok rabbit holes you
may find yourself in.
But ultimately, we find that relevance also leads to
higher engagement, with 93% of users taking some
action while on TikTok, whether forwarding videos to
friends, following brands or searching for advertised
products. When content is relevant, it’s easier to break
through digital clutter, it’s more likely to be noticed, add
value to consumers and achieve engagement.
SCOTT THWAITES
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2. Relevance is the New Reach (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: In the words of Scott, we need to think about
content differently. We need to stop building content for
demographics and start building content for communities. We
need to stop trying to interrupt and start trying to entertain.
We need to stop trying to achieve simple reach and aim for
relevance. Because today, relevance is the new reach.

The Nedbank IMC Conference 2022
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3. SILOS ARE IRRELEVANT

The pandemic and its aftereffects significantly changed the working world and the
way in which we collaborate across departments. We need to be aware that new ways
of work can create the potential for organisational silos to creep in, where different
departments operate in complete isolation. Silos can be detrimental to a business,
and this is very true for marketing operations. Whether integrating marketing objectives
with business objectives, having a seat at the (executive) table, or collaborating across
different teams and agencies – in a successful organisation, marketing cannot operate
in isolation. If we want to follow a marketing philosophy, that places the consumer at
the centre of what we do as a brand, then integration, collaboration and alignment with
business objectives is key.
According to Tyrona Heath, Director of Market Engagement at the B2B Institute
at LinkedIn, marketing is in a leadership crisis, where many business leaders don’t
see the value in marketing experience. Just a few years ago, research by Forbes
suggested that only 2.6% of over 65 000 board members had managerial-level
marketing experience. In a separate study of board members, only 4% believed that
marketing was important, contrasted with 47% believing in the importance of finance.
TYRONA HEATH AND WARREN MOSS
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3. Silos are Irrelevant (continued)

But still we may find ourselves faced with the question that is often asked of
executives, is marketing really seen as being relevant in the boardroom? Thankfully
we had Heidi Brauer, CMO for Hollard Insurance, and Saks Ntombela, Group
CEO for Hollard Insurance, to discuss their thoughts on the matter.
The key to maintaining the relevance of marketing in the boardroom is to clearly
link marketing objectives to business objectives and this requires collaboration
and integration across departments. In some instances, this may be easier said
than done. As Heidi suggests, “some of it’s easy to measure and some of it’s
bloody hard to measure” – truer words were never spoken.
According to Heidi, the finance teams prefer performance marketing as it’s easier
to evaluate the ROI. But this evaluation becomes blurred when we’re focusing on
long-term brand building initiatives – and while the success may be more difficult
to measure, it is certainly no less important.
In many industries, where we can’t differentiate based on the product, or pricing,
the brand is what really sets us apart. But as Saks rightly points out “everybody
in the organisation is responsible for living the brand”, it cannot be siloed to the
marketing department. So, to answer the question, yes, marketing has a place in
the boardroom and in achieving key business objectives.

SAKS NTOMBELA, HEIDI BRAUER AND KARABO SONGO
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3. Silos are Irrelevant (continued)

3.1. Where marketing and finance meet
These sentiments are echoed by Tyrona Heath (Ty) who suggests that “marketers need to be more deeply invested in working with
finance” to align with critical business objectives and ensure a seat at the table. But this may require some rethinking of the ways in
which we categorise and communicate with consumers. The primary mental model used in industry, the marketing funnel, really isn’t
consumer or finance centric and Ty suggests that we rather need to think of consumers as being in-market or out-market – where outmarket consumers aren’t thinking about your brand or your category at all. “The problem with the funnel is that marketers believe the
job of marketing is to move buyers in-market. But ads don’t move people in-market, people move themselves in-market...that’s where
relevance comes in. People move in-market when they enter a relevant buying situation”. An improved mental model, the cash flow funnel,
recognises buyers as being in-market or out-market with the understanding that in-market buyers drive current cash flow and out-market
buyers drive future cash flow – making it both customer and finance centric.
Current Buyers
“In Market”
5%

$

Future Buyers
“Out Market”
95%

$

$

$

$

Time

$

$

$
The B2B Institute
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3. Silos are Irrelevant (continued)

Ty suggests that 95% of category buyers are out-market at any point in time and category
entry points are the key to messaging to this 95%. Category entry points are cues that
category buyers use to access their memories when faced with a buying situation. Identifying
these points and linking your brand to them helps you “win the mind to win the market”.
“The primary job of marketing is not to generate clicks, but instead to generate memories.
Memories are essential in the conversation about relevance”. This means that when a buyer
moves in-market, your brand has developed the “mental market share” and is more likely to
achieve a sale because “the brand that’s remembered is the brand that’s bought”.
According to Ben Williams, Global Chief Creative Experience Officer at TBWA Worldwide,
“creativity is being looked upon to help solve some of the challenges that we are facing
today”. There is a large portion of our industry that is still built around very traditional, core
behaviours of read, listen, and watch and this was a result of the media landscape of the
day. But technology has evolved human behaviours, so the way in which we engage in these
traditional behaviours has changed. These changes have meant that brands have often
had to play catch-up to adapt to changing human behaviours if they hope to show up in a
meaningful way. What a brand says (advertising), what a brand does (products/services) and
what a brand delivers (relationships) are the key mechanisms through which brands can
remain relevant.
Ben suggests that these three components have become siloed into their own separate
worlds, and bringing the worlds of advertising, products/services, and relationships together
into a connected ecosystem ensures consistency throughout, held together by the brand.

BEN WILLIAMS AND LUCA GALLARELLI

Advertising
What a brand
says

Relationship
What a brand
delivers

Products/
Services
What a brand
does
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3. Silos are Irrelevant (continued)

3.2. Relevance through inter-dependency
Both clients and agencies are responsible for creating the relevance effect.
When speaking about client-agency relationships, Mathe Okaba, CEO:
Association for Communication and Advertising (ACA), suggests that “we
say no to co-dependency and yes to inter-dependency”. Positive relationships
that foster honesty, integrity, respect, and focus are vital because “great
relationships lead to great value for business”. “Honesty, integrity and respect
will go a long way in creating relevant work for our consumers”.
Relevance helps us to increase brand awareness, create positive
experiences and ensure profitability. It’s important to remember that
“relevance is achieved through insights which inform our direction as
brands”. Ultimately the success of marketing is a team effort, not only across
departments within an organisation but also through close client-agency
relationships built on a foundation of mutual respect.
MATHE OKABA
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3. Silos are Irrelevant (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: We are well aware of the power of marketing
as a key business function, but the power of marketing is
significantly enhanced when it’s removed from a silo and
integrated through cross-functional teams. Aligning marketing
metrics with key business objectives and financial goals
provides a direct link between marketing efforts and business
success – further affirming the need for marketers to have a
seat at the executive table.

The Nedbank IMC Conference 2022
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4. STAYING RELEVANT TO THE YOUTH

There is a dynamic group of consumers with which many marketers struggle to
maintain relevancy - the elusive Generation Z. But this is where Joeri Van den
Bergh, Managing Partner at InSites Consulting, comes in. Using knowledge from
two Gen Z daughters and the results of a global InSites study, Joeri offers insights
into this generation that help to frame their experiences and what they’re looking for
in brand relationships. 45% of Gen Z consumers in South Africa feel stressed – with
a job/studies and mental health being the top two stressors.

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X
0%

10%

Babyboomers
20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

My studies/job
My mental health
Comparingmyself
to others
Disrupted education/
job prospects

JOERI VAN DEN BERGH
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4. Staying Relevant to the Youth (continued)

To add to this, the pressure of social media and constant comparisons with others is
evidenced in the fact that 80% of girls by the age of 13 have used a face editing tool to
change their appearance online. “There is a confidence crisis in this generation” with
45% of Gen Z in South Africa acknowledging that they often lack confidence. Gen Z are,
however, a very dynamic consumer cohort – they have learnt a lot from the pandemic
and they’re viewing the post-pandemic world as a fresh start by focusing on personal
growth and rediscovering themselves.
Those brands that are seen as being relevant for this generation are coaching them,
not preaching to them, they’re helping these consumers along their journey of personal
growth and acting as mentors in the process. There is no doubt about it, this generation
is woke and they are not willing to sit back and accept outdated social norms. 76%
of Gen Z agree that there are too many gender stereotypes and nearly half know
of somebody using gender neutral pronouns. Much the same as Millennials, Gen Z
also expect brands to support causes and ultimately brand relevance is created by
developing a platform to create social relevance.
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4. Staying Relevant to the Youth (continued)

“People often remark at how brave and vocal Gen Z is, this is because we
have to be”. ‘Star’ Senamile Shongwe, a student from the Red & Yellow
Creative School of Business, gave us some insight into the passionate
generation that seeks to “advocate, normalise and destigmatise”. Star
spoke about a rumbling awakening within the youth, with individuals
becoming more visible and open about their personal journeys. Brands
with the authentic insight to tap into the notion of African spirituality are able
to connect with their consumers in a more relevant way, with Castle Milk
Stout’s One for the Ancestors campaign highlighted as an example of this.
For this generation, “relevance is about visibility, the act of being truly
seen and validated”, and collaboration plays an important role in guiding
relevance. Collaboration in all aspects of life is very important to Gen Z
and they are more “likely to buy into a brand that collaborates more than
it competes”. If your brand is seeking to enhance their relevance with this
generation, Star suggests that above all else you should “inform, entertain,
collaborate and offer solutions to our pain points”.

‘STAR’ SENAMILE SHONGWE
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4. Staying Relevant to the Youth (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: This generation is slowly but surely changing
the world and if you’re not with them you’re against them.
These consumers expect far more than transactional
relationships with brands, they’re supporting brands that are
purpose-driven, collaborative and vocal about social issues.
Authentic brands that seek to guide and empower will win
over the hearts of Gen Z consumers.
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5. CONTEXT, INCLUSION, AND CULTURAL RELEVANCE
There are countless examples, both local and international, of brand communication that really makes
us cringe. In these instances, it’s evident that the brand has completely missed the mark resulting in a
shamefully ineffective campaign, or worse, a fierce backlash from consumers (let’s not forget that Pepsi
advert, you know the one). Well, according to Buli Ndlovu, Executive: Retail and Business Banking
Marketing at Nedbank, brands fail at reading the room because they ignore two key components of
relevant marketing: context and culture. Context speaks about the reality in which your consumers live,
while culture looks at the “inner workings of who they are”. Buli outlines some thoughts to help brands think
about their ability to actually read that room:

1	First, ask yourself does my brand have the credibility to speak in this room, or are you standing in

the corner trying desperately to catch attention? “This speaks to your purpose as a brand…because
that purpose inserts you authentically into the conversation”. Think about whether your purpose
actually connects and resonates with your audience, because this directly impacts your credibility.

2	Next, think about your authenticity to be in the room. Are you the best brand to be in the room and
communicate with this audience? Is your tone believable and are you leading with empathy in a
manner that helps you connect? “Because the same things that make us engage with people are
exactly how we expect to engage with brands”.

3	Finally, question the value that your brand is bringing to the table. Will you be able to materially add
value to the lives of people in that room and will they be better off because you are in the room?

But what happens if you’re too busy to think about context and culture? Buli cautions that “when you go
down this tone-deaf path, you lose all credibility with the group that you’re trying to converse with”. Context
and culture are key to understanding the experiences of your consumers and connecting with them in an
authentic way.

BULI NDLOVU
The Nedbank IMC Conference 2022
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5. Context, Inclusion, and Cultural Relevance (continued)

5.1. African relevance
Is Africa relevant or relegated? This is the question that Thebe Ikalafeng, Founder and
Chairman of Brand Africa and Brand Leadership Group, grappled with. The answer was
a resounding relevant, but it’s more complicated than that. Thebe spoke about the fact
that Africa has so many unique stories, brands, and culture but there is a tendency to not
appreciate what we have until it’s been validated. Speaking about a flawed narrative of “if it
ain’t west, it ain’t best”, the narrative of Africa is one that gets distorted.
As Thebe says, “you can’t expect someone that came to conquer you, to write a good
story about you, it’s up to us to tell our story…We are tired of having the narrative of the
continent being filtered through famine, poverty, inequality, corruption and aid…we know
the story of the continent is much better”. The Africa that doesn’t make the news is an
Africa that is urbanising at a very fast rate, expected to reach 62% by 2050, an Africa that
has growing GDPs and a young population expected to reach 2 billion by 2050. With such
a positive story to tell, why is it that 83% of brands that Africans admire are not African?
Why do we continue to look at brands from faraway lands as aspirational, when we have
so much to aspire to on this continent? “Is Africa relevant or relegated? Of course, we are
relevant, the people who are relegating the continent is us…We need to stop consuming
and start creating. As Chinua Achebe said, until the lion learns to speak, the tales of the
hunt will always glorify the hunter”.

THEBE IKALAFENG
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5. Context, Inclusion, and Cultural Relevance (continued)

“You need to have a deep understanding of the people you’re talking
to and that’s rooted in culture”. Greg Maloka, Culture Activist, spoke
about the importance of culture in aiding marketing’s relevance.
Understanding cultural nuances allows you to know how and why your
consumers do the things they do, and it helps to be able to identify
how you can have a positive influence in their life.
Greg helped to explain an often used but rarely fully understood term,
Afropolitan, through the lens of culture. “Afropolitan is about the colour
of your heart, are you invested in Africa, do you see your future and the
future of your offspring being in this space and are you contributing
to it positively? That’s what makes you Afropolitan. It’s seeing the world
from an African perspective.”
GREG MALOKA
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5. Context, Inclusion, and Cultural Relevance (continued)

5.2. Growing inclusion and diversity in the industry
“Working in an industry where difference and different ways of thinking is a superpower”,
neurodiversity should be celebrated in the creative industry. It is estimated that the number
of neurodivergent individuals working in the creative industry is double that of the general
public. Clinton Middleton, CEO of GrowThrough, spoke about the importance of attracting
and retaining neurodivergent talent in the workplace.
Younger generations in particular are concerned with representative advertising and
inclusive marketing and given that close to 15% of consumers have a neurodivergent
condition, “as marketers, we need to reflect society” (Preetesh Sewraj). That being said, many
companies do not have policies and procedures in place for attracting and supporting a
neurodiverse workforce, despite acknowledging the benefits of such a workforce. Large tech
companies, including Dell, SAP, and Microsoft, have developed specific neurodivergent hiring
programmes to support candidates and offer the training needed for career success.
The creative industry needs to provide more opportunities for neurodivergent talent, because
ultimately “authentically inclusive marketing is a business imperative for organisations”.
CLINTON MIDDLETON
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5. Context, Inclusion, and Cultural Relevance (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: Understanding how culture impacts
consumers is more than just a mere observation, it’s a deep
understanding of social structures, desires, and norms
and how these are shaped through the lens of culture.
Authentically inclusive marketing not only understands who
your consumers are, but it considers context and cultural
nuances seeking to build credibility and authenticity.
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6. THE RELEVANCE OF EMOTION

We know that consumers may forget what we said
(as evidenced by dwindling ad recall rates), but they
are less likely to forget how we made them feel.
Emotion was a strong theme throughout the
conference – whether it was stirring emotion
through communication, using emotion to aid
relevance, or crafting touchpoints through the lens
of emotion – making people feel something is high
on the marketing agenda in 2022.
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6. The Relevance of Emotion (continued)
“As a marketer, you need to serve both the rational and the emotional needs of your audience”, this
is where we see marketing as both an art and a science, with both components needed to develop
meaningful relationships with consumers. Greg Hoffman, Global Brand Leader, Former Nike CMO,
Advisor, Speaker, Instructor and Author, argues that “creativity in our marketing is central to stirring
these emotions”. But Greg’s noticed a shift in marketing towards optimisation, efficiency, and data-driven
decisions and while this may have a number of benefits for marketers, Greg suggests that it’s also resulted
in “less creativity, less risk-taking and less innovation”. Throughout Greg’s journey at Nike, the importance of
emotion in marketing was clear. It was needed to inspire consumers, to become an aspirational brand and
to invite consumers to become an active participant in their relationship with the brand. Greg’s tenure at
Nike inspired four key principles to drive emotional bonds with consumers:

1

Dare to be remembered: We need to tell the story of our brand in a way that will never be forgotten.
Regardless of the industry you’re in “if your creative output doesn’t try to ignite imagination and
spark a feeling, then you’re missing an opportunity.”

2

 reate with the community: Invite your consumers to create with you and to share their passion for
C
the brand. When you involve consumers and give them the tools and canvas upon which to share
their passion for you with the world. “This collaboration makes the product and the brand more
relevant in the consumers life and increases brand affinity and resonance around the world”.

Build personal experiences: This is where the data comes in! By using digital capabilities and the
3	
data consumers provided, Nike were able to generate a unique and personalised experience for
their consumers through the House of Mamba.

4

 eave a legacy, not just a memory: The best way to leave a legacy is to “authentically connect what
L
you sell with what the world needs”. This is all about sparking a movement to create positive change.
Think about the Equality edition Nike basketball shoes or the Colin Kaepernick Air Force 1 sneaker
designed to spark a conversation, where the product goes far beyond its functional use and
becomes “a canvas to tell stories that spark a movement to create positive change in the world”.

GREG HOFFMAN
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6. The Relevance of Emotion (continued)

Monali Shah, Integrated Marketing and Communications Specialist,
suggests that focusing on emotion and value in brand experiences is the
key to breaking through digital clutter.
First and foremost, as marketers we need to bring the heart and soul
back to marketing by focusing on humans, as opposed to consumers,
and seeking to establish a relationship with them in a similar way to
establishing a relationship in our personal lives.
Each brand experience, whether online or offline, needs to offer value.
When designing an experience there are two key factors that need to
be considered. First, feeling is believing, “what is the feeling that you
want someone to experience” and second, “what is the value that you’re
bringing”. If we think about all touchpoints through the lens of emotion
and value, we are bound to develop meaningful relationships and break
through the clutter.
MONALI SHAH
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6. The Relevance of Emotion (continued)

6.1. Using emotion to decrease attention
Let’s face it, many consumers are sick of advertising. They use ad
blockers, pay for ad-free premium services, and outright ignore
many ads. We can see this in the global click-through rate average
of 0.06% - that’s just 6 clicks in 10 000. “People recognise ads, but
they don’t recall ads, they don’t recall the message, nor do they
recall the brand”. So how then can a consumer be persuaded by
something that they don’t hear or remember? Surely if it’s relevant
to a consumer then they’ll pay attention, right? So how then do
we know that something is relevant? Well according to Bernice
Samuels, Group Marketing Executive for the MTN Group, we
don’t. The reason for this is that we maximise sales, not relevance,
so relevance is not directly assessed, but rather sales are used as
a proxy to assess relevance.

“So, it’s commonly accepted that the more relevant the message,
the more it’s attended to.” But let’s dig a little deeper.
BERNICE SAMUELS
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6. The Relevance of Emotion (continued)

1	Bernice suggests that creativity needs to be highly emotive, but
the logic behind it isn’t what you think. “Higher emotive content
results in an average 20% reduction in attention levels. Less
cognitive effort, less attention, you don’t counterargue, you don’t
look for confirmation bias and you become far more open to the
communication and the metacommunication that is contained.”
So really, we see that when a piece of communication is truly
creative, it reduces our attention, we don’t have to exert our
cognitive faculties, so we just sit back, relax, and take it all in.

2	It’s important to emphasise the metacommunication, and not
just the communication or the actual message. Research
suggests that it may not actually be what we say that matters
but rather how we say it that makes all the difference.

3	Make sure to be deliberate in your usage of memory markers,
whether colour, font, smell, music, or voice. This is what
influences individuals and if it persuades a buyer to choose
your brands at the point of decision making, then ultimately,
that’s what relevance is all about!
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6. The Relevance of Emotion (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: If we want our marketing efforts to be
relevant, we need to bring emotion back into marketing and
ensure that we are using our marketing expertise to create a
better world. An emotional connection serves as the basis for
a relationship and being a brand that stirs emotion amongst
your consumers creates an authentic bond.
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7. RELEVANCE THROUGH VALUE CREATION

Marketing is about creating value. We said it in the past
and we will probably continue saying it into the future. If
you aren’t able to clearly articulate the value that you’re
offering consumers, which extends far beyond a physical
product or service these days, you’ve got problems.
Now, more than ever, consumers expect a lot from the
brands that they are willing to support. Far more than
merely selling a product or service, consumers expect
brands to be more, to do more and to play a fundamental
role in driving societal change.
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

Sphe Vundla, SAB’s Corporate Brand Director, suggests that creativity
is the key to driving societal change and being the brand that your
consumers want you to be. “Creativity can be a source for growth and
also for good. As marketers, we are culture-shifters and trend setters and
with much power comes much responsibility.” At the 2021 conference,
there was much discussion about how the lives of our consumers would
change following the pandemic and a year later we know that there are
broad societal shifts that didn’t exist just a few years ago.
Taking a second to pause and re-engage with your audience,
understanding how their lives have changed and meeting them at
a place that is both relevant and necessary in their lives – helps to
identity what they derive value from. Creative campaigns should seek to
transform society because “behavioural change has the power to lead
to societal change”, and this is the real value that marketers have to offer.

SPHE VUNDLA
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

“The idea of PR as spin…is dead. And no one should try to resuscitate it!” These
are the words of Lebo Madiba, Founder of PR Powerhouse, as we unpack the
value of PR in modern-day marketing. Lebo suggests that the “corporate brand
story is no longer gospel”. The role of PR is evolving – we’ve moved from an era
of ‘traditional’ PR, where the goal was to control the narrative and often slap a
band-aid on a brand crisis – to the digital era that we find ourselves in, where
we need to ask ourselves whether we can really control the narrative anymore?
Trying to control the narrative is ultimately “a zero-sum game that causes social
destruction” (remember Bell Pottinger?) Organisations no longer hold outright
autonomy in agenda setting, we cannot control the collective societal narrative.
So, what then is the role of PR in today’s dynamic and oftentimes polarising
markets? Lebo suggests that the role of PR agencies has shifted towards
being a critical filter that enables a brand to navigate the societal temperature
across different channels. Being relevant means that you know what matters
most to your audience and you understand what they value, we’ve moved from
“running a racket called spin, to being dynamic storytellers”.

LEBO MADIBA
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

7.1. Rethinking retail as a value-creating touchpoint
“Retail is dead!” It’s a saying we’ve all heard in the digital era, probably
uttered ourselves a few times. But this could not be further from the truth
says Ron Thurston, the Host of Retail in America, in fact, 63% of South
Africans prefer to make purchases in a mall. Contrasted with the USA, we
find that in 2021, 81% of all retail sales are still made in a physical store.
This is not to downplay the continued growth of e-commerce, but with a
majority of purchases happening in a physical store, assuming that brickand-mortar is no longer relevant just won’t cut it. Ron spoke about the
ability of retail to enhance consumers’ perceived value, impacting their
satisfaction and their long-term commitment to the brand.
These three components, he suggests, are the key to being a relevant
brand. Ultimately, if you want to grow your business through both new and
existing consumers, it’s important to understand every single touchpoint,
including the physical retail store. Identifying these touchpoints assists with
creating both consumer and employee relevance – the key to growth!
RON THURSTON
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

7.2. The value of our creative ideas
Understanding how to price and protect your creative ideas is of the utmost importance
in the knowledge economy. When it comes to commercialising your idea, Kathryn
Williams, Founder of KMINT, uses The Ideas Lifecycle™ model to help agencies better
understand the value of their big ideas. The model works through four steps, first looking
at the idea itself then finding ways to protect the idea, place a value on the idea and then
to commercialise the idea.

1

 he idea: It’s important to differentiate an idea itself from the execution of the idea.
T
Here we are thinking about the individual components that can make an idea
really valuable. The idea is something that resonates with the consumer as part of
a sensory experience. Think about logos, taglines, colour, shape, and sound.

2

 rotect the idea: We need to legally own and protect the valuable components
P
of our idea. In this instance, we need to understand who owns the idea and then
make use of copyrights, trademarks, patents, and trade secrets in order to protect
these ideas.

3

 aluing your idea: Looking at three specific components, namely (a) the original
V
cost to create, (b) the current value to buy the idea if it existed today as well
as (c) the future income streams that the idea is likely to generate assists with
identifying the value of an idea. Think about the number of platforms, the scope of
the territory and the duration that the idea will be used for as these three factors
impact the value of the idea.

KATHRYN WILLIAMS WITH FAHEEM CHAUDRY

Sell
Value
Protect
Idea

Sell your idea: Your idea could be sold outright, or it could be licensed depending
4	
on the nature of it.

THE IDEAS LIFECYCLE™
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

7.3. The value of your personal brand
The multi-talented Maps Maponyane, Host, TV Presenter, Producer,
Actor and Entrepreneur, discussed the value in building your
personal brand and controlling the narrative about who you are and
what you stand for. The truth is, we all have a digital footprint and it’s
up to us to ensure that when a potential employer (or Tinder date)
Googles us, we are putting our best (digital) foot forward.

“Think about it, more people will meet virtual you than real-life you and
that’s why your personal brand is important”. We need to be proud
in the content that we share online. If you drove past a billboard
with your name, face, employer, and snapshots of your social media
content, how would you feel? Proud, ashamed? I’m certain that we
can all relate to those cringeworthy Facebook memories that seemed
so important to teenage-you and context is key here.

MAPS MAPONYANE
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

While 70% of employers believe that social media screening
needs to be part of the recruitment process, Maps suggests
that 1 in 5 employers wouldn’t even interview a candidate that
didn’t have an online presence, so the solution isn’t to delete
your online presence entirely. But rather it’s to be deliberate
about the digital footprint that you’re creating and post content
that you’d be happy to see up on that billboard.
Your personal brand speaks for you, so think about what yours
would say. As Maps says, “You can’t straddle between being
someone at work and being the complete opposite in your
private and digital life, so be authentic and be consistent”.
Authenticity, a great sense of self awareness and consistency
are they key ingredients to building a valuable personal brand.
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

KEY TAKEAWAY: Many different facets of marketing are
focused on value creation. Every brand interaction, whether
on a digital platform or in a physical store needs to offer value
to consumers. Understanding what your consumers derive
value from stems from a deep understanding of their culture,
activities, values, and belief systems. The more you know
about your consumers, the more you’ll understand what they
want and how you can best satisfy their needs.
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7. Relevance Through Value Creation (continued)

So where to from here? It’s all well and good saying that changes are needed to
ensure marketing’s relevance in the future, but how exactly do we go about this?
Tshego Tshukutswane, Senior Director: Consulting by Kantar, presented the three
key shifts that are needed to ensure the future relevance of marketing:
Moving from understanding to empathy: Understanding your consumers is
1	

the starting point but being relevant requires more than just understanding.
Understanding is about facts, and typically asks how we can use that knowledge
to encourage consumption. But empathy is a broader and deeper concept
in which we ask, “how do I use what I know to enable more consumers to live
better?” When we lead our marketing efforts with empathy, we are more focused
on consumers lives and their well-being.

From share of marketing to share of life: When we feed empathy into
2	

commercial planning, we are able to solve life needs for our consumers, not just
consumption needs. This enables marketers to inspire new business models
that are able to address life needs in a profitable manner.

Moving from creating for, to creating with: “Relevance requires consumer
3	

insights tools that enable an agile and iterative development of our marketing
activities”. This shifts the company away from being the ‘expert’ in creation, to
cocreating with consumers and ensuring that any new development is at the
forefront of relevance for consumers.

TSHEGO TSHUKUTSWANE
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All that’s left now is to ask yourself, is your marketing
relevant? If as an agency, a client, a creative or an
executive, you’re planning on doing things the way they’ve
always been done, soon your marketing approach may be
deemed irrelevant. Likewise, if you’re operating in isolation
far removed from corporate objectives and financial
metrics, you may find marketing being pushed down the
corporate agenda in the boardroom. But if you are willing
to take responsibility for your marketing actions, rethink
strategies based on a deep understanding of culture and
context to create authentically inclusive marketing, place
the wellbeing of society and consumers front and centre,
and be willing to challenge the status quo, then yes –
you’ll find yourself at the pinnacle of marketing relevance!

Contact us:
marketing@imcconference.com

